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About This Content

It has come to our attention that a disturbingly large number of unidentified psykers were found among the denizens of an
Imperial world. The Ordo Hereticus has flagged this anomaly as a case of utmost priority.

This DLC contains a special Priority Assignment, which has its own plot and consists of a series of new missions. Upon
completing the Assignment, you will be rewarded with a unique cosmetic item. (Please note that this assignment is only

available after unlocking the Agartha Subsector.)
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Warhammer
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Minimum:

OS: 64-bit Windows 7+ (8 / 8.1 / 10)

Processor: Intel CPU Core i3-2120 (3.3 GHz) / AMD CPU FX-6300 (3.5 GHz)

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 760 (2 GB) / AMD Radeon HD 7850 (2 GB)

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 30 GB available space
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Very nice and fun game!
Might have some secrets, found only a couple so far!
I liked the weapon\/mount select system and the fatigue!
-
Didn't like the hunger stuff (bit of fun though)
Expensive for just 3 hours of gameplay!. I'm not normally one to play a series of games out of chronological order, but given
that this was brand-new and severely lacking in reviews thus far, I figured that I might as well try to get in early. Unfortunately,
my experience with THIS game makes me less than excited about playing the FIRST instalment...

  Simply put, this is one of the least "user-friendly" games that I have ever played.

  First of all, there's the nutty controls. Navigate the menu by pressing SPACE, then hit Enter to select an option? WHY?! Then
there's the fact that I don't think I've ever endured a game where it's so darn hard to INTERACT with anything. I mean, the
game tells you to "press E", but neglects to mention to "be especially pedantic about where you point the cursor", even when
trying to open a DOOR for \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665's sake (hint: you have to hit the handle as PRECISELY as humanly
possible)!! Then there's the fact that the "sprint" button, for reasons unknown, only works outdoors, making interiors sometimes
tiresome to traverse. Oh, and whatever you do, DON'T ACCIDENTALLY PRESS THE ESCAPE BUTTON, or you'll be
quitting the game...which is especially bad, since...

  THERE ARE NO SAVE POINTS. There are Chapter headings, so you can jump to one of four Chapters...but I only found
this out by reading a thread in the Community Hub, and even then you have to scroll down the Chapters to work out which one
you want, as they're rather unhelpfully identified with screen-shot images rather than titles such as, say, "The House, Part 1".
Again, not exactly "user-friendly".

  Some more bad points (yeah, sorry, not quite finished yet)! Despite the fact of the sound being otherwise admirably
atmospheric, your footsteps make NO SOUND AT ALL on the wooden floors of the title (or on any other surface, for that
matter). Furthermore, there are moments where spectacularly dramatic and almost UNBEARABLY LOUD music kicks
in...even though nothing in particular is happening at that very moment in the game. As a matter of fact, the SOUND, on the
whole, is a lot more startling than anything that actually happens visually or event-wise: Many is the time that an intended "jump-
scare" passed me by, in an "Oh, did something just happen?" kind of way. Definitely not a good thing in a horror game.

  That's the bad. Now for the downright UGLY.

  Not only is this game borderline unplayable, for me personally it was UNCOMPLETABLE. Twice I verified the game cache,
and even went back and re-completed the Chapter in front of it - thankfully all of two to three minutes in length - and STILL
the final Chapter failed to finish for me. Try these phrases on for size: "Lighting needs to be rebuilt", and better yet, "Paths need
to be rebuilt". Meaning I went through a door to find nothing but a huge black void, mercifully insta-killing me when I dared
step into it. It's alright, though...a quick peek at someone else's walkthrough tells me I missed all of two minutes' gameplay,
during which - surprise, surprise - absolutely \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665-ALL HAPPENS.

  Now, there ARE a few good things. The graphics are, for the most part, rather nice, and the puzzles and\/or miscellaneous
mind-\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ery that some of the bits get up to are upon occasion a tad interesting (e.g. architecture which
changes while you've got your back turned, that kind of thing). But there's not nearly enough inspired ideas here to justify a
purchase, especially when I'm surely not the only person on the face of the planet whose computer will stubbornly refuse to even
allow me to reach the end (just look in my games list and\/or reviews to see how many games I HAVE completed, so I'm sure
it's safe to say it's not my rather expensive laptop that's at fault).

  I probably would have given this a bare-bones pass if it wasn't for the aforementioned problems, and for a better game I may
have gone so far as to report the technical faults to the developer...but for THIS game, I honestly couldn't give two
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s. Actually, not even one. Mediocre at best, even if the darned thing DID function as intended.

Verdict: 4\/10.. A very good puzzle game with interesting puzzles ranging from easy to challenging difficulty. It's aesthetically
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pleasing, really colorful and cute. The controls are a little annoying at the beginning but you get used to them after awhile. I
highly recommend it to whomever wants a simple brain teaser.. Yet antoher generic appstore game conquering steam..
Interesting Asteroids style game with a ton of mechanics going on. Definitely worth it at $2 if it looks like your sort of thing.

I highly recommend toning down some of the visual effects.. Please don't buy this game. It isn't worth 3 dollars. Every enemy
clips through walls and the ground (granted, they are ghosts but it looks stupid) The attack combos are nothing special and you'll
end up just mashing the number buttons randomly because none of it really matters. Honestly I got this game out of curiosity
and that has been quenched after about 8 minutes of gameplay. Good luck!
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This needs more levels, but what a fantastic puzzle game!. 13/10
BEST. GAME. EVER.. The game gets old very quickly. The consequences of your choices are completely arbitrary, it's
impossible to assess if one choice will be better than the other, it's completely random. There is no strategy and you never feel
like you are good at it. Interesting concept, poor execution.. Me gustó la sensación de soledad y desolación. La música y los
sonidos lo hacen opresivo.
Son muy molestos los magnetismos generados por las anomalías que no te dejan jugar tranquilo, pero eso lo hace desafiante por
momentos.
Tiene cierta rejugabilidad que lo hace más interesante y si vas por los logros (como yo...) dura un toque más.
Lo banco amigo.... What is there to say? It's an emotional ride that will make you feel what the characters feel accompanied by
a pretty good ost and beautiful art. If you like the base game by all means buy the Season Pass, my personal favorites are the
first one and Sumire.. Great soundtrack and nice look, but the controls made it feel like I was trying to place dominos on a table
in a ship during a huricane.. Really well made space simulation. Trade, Transport, Research are all up for grabs. Incredible flight
controls, manual docking is a real treat too.

8\\10. This game is really really nice as I expected, Although it may look easy at first, this game is really complicated in a good
way, it's really challenge you all the way to the top, I'm really happy with all of the comic gags that this game brings, it really
improves the whole experience, also the customization tool is really nice, it lets you bring to life some crazy figures and I like
the freedom of creating new warriors.
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